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                                     Abstract
Many philosophers and scientists claim that there is a ‘hard problem of consciousness’, that qualia, phenomenology, or subjective experience cannot be fully understood with reductive methods of neuroscience and psychology, and that there is a fact of the matter as to ‘what it is like’ to be conscious and which entities are conscious [13]. Eliminativism and related views such as illusionism argue against this. They claim that consciousness does not exist in the ways implied by everyday or scholarly language. However, this debate has largely consisted of each side jousting analogies and intuitions against the other. Both sides remain unconvinced. To break through this impasse, I present consciousness semanticism, a novel eliminativist theory that sidesteps analogy and intuition. Instead, it is based on a direct, formal argument drawing from the tension between the vague semantics in definitions of consciousness such as ‘what it is like’ to be an entity [41] and the precise meaning implied by questions such as, ‘Is this entity conscious?’ I argue that semanticism naturally extends to erode realist notions of other philosophical concepts, such as morality and free will. Formal argumentation from precise semantics exposes these as pseudo-problems and eliminates their apparent mysteriousness and intractability.
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                             Notes
	1.This article is oriented towards phenomenal consciousness, rather than Block’s related concept of access consciousness [7]; most philosophical and scientific study of consciousness centers on the former, and the latter is less semantically problematic. I thank Keith Frankish for discussion of this distinction.


	2.Debates on consciousness fallibilism are beyond the scope of this paper, but one argument is that the move from ‘I directly observe my experiences’ to ‘My experiences exist’ still hinges on logic, such as modus ponens from the conditional, ‘If I directly observe something, it exists’, and we cannot have absolute certain in even basic logic. Nonetheless, debates on eliminativism do not hinge on fallibilist or infallibilist claims.


	3.McGinn [39] can be read as gesturing at such a distinction in his argument that the ‘property P, instantiated by the brain, in virtue of which the brain is the basis of consciousness’ is ‘closed to perception’, though the distinction is not developed in the sort of detail required here. I thank David Chalmers for raising this point. There is also a similar point made by Gloor in Footnote (18) [27].


	4.Eliminativism is not always materialist or physicalist. Eliminativists tend to think dualist explanations are incorrect, but it is possible that the best explanations of conscious-seeming mental phenomena will invoke phenomena outside physical reality as currently understood. Under semanticism, even if we were to find such explanations, we would still need to decide whether to categorize those phenomena as conscious, non-conscious, or indeterminate.


	5.It may be that even staunch defenders of consciousness’ existence would be eliminativists under my view. I take this as confirmation that the argument is sound and that intellectual consensus is more tractable than commonly assumed, but with other approaches to philosophical inquiry, one can take this as rendering the eliminativist position trivial and thus uninteresting. I thank David Chalmers and Jake Browning for developing this point.


	6.Labeling philosophical concepts is challenging, given almost every plausible English word already has an established meaning, especially the most meaningful words. ‘Semanticism’ fortunately only has one significant established usage, as far as I can tell. According to Akiba, ‘Semanticism about vagueness (or the semantic theory of vagueness) holds that vagueness exists only in language and other forms of representation and not in the world itself’ [1]. While this internalist view is related to my argument, it is not isomorphic, and given a large majority of potential philosophical terms (e.g., ‘relevant word’ + ‘ism’) have already been used somewhere in the field, ‘semanticism’ still seems to be the best descriptor.


	7.As Putnam says, ‘the logical primitives themselves, and in particular the notions of object and existence, have a multitude of different uses rather than one absolute “meaning”’ [47]. I am not claiming that there is a univocal or unambiguously correct definition of existence. In fact, much of my criticism of the current consciousness debate can be read as a rejection of that claim, at least in the sense that for a definition to be correct, we need to specify criteria. My choice of meaning is thus only motivated as the best operationalization of the term that I know of for the purpose of resolving debate over the nature of consciousness. Without such operationalization, we could not make progress one way or the other.


	8.We can define existence more strongly, requiring the categorization of all entities. The strong and weak versions of existence both seem worth consideration to me, and the argument for consciousness semanticism works with both. I thank Keith Frankish for raising this point.


	9.Sometimes the referent of ‘conscious’ is not an entity per se, but a mental state itself, such as, ‘Is anger conscious?’ or ‘Is the vestibular sense conscious?’ I take these claims to be similarly vague in most cases. The exception is a deictic definition of consciousness, in which they may be true by definition, but as I discuss below, the one example does not constitute a definition that can be extended to the world at large.


	10.With definitions that are at least somewhat precise, such as those defining consciousness as ‘brain or no brain’ or ‘integrated information’, we can of course assign coherent probabilities in some cases (e.g. an animal with no brain or a computer with no integration has zero probability of consciousness). While these definitions are interesting to discuss, they have not been widely endorsed in the literature.


	11.I am not the first to suggest that consciousness is a vague concept and that this leads to problems in conventional approaches to understanding consciousness. For example, Papineau writes, ‘My thesis will not be that there is anything vague about how it is for the octopus itself. Rather, the vagueness lies in our concepts, and in particular whether such phenomenal concepts as pain draw a precise enough boundary to decide whether octopuses lie inside or outside’ [33].


	12.Another category is dualist or non-physical phenomena, which are commonly posed as answers to, ‘What is consciousness?’ As noted above, the semanticist argument does not rely on physicalism. If interactionist dualist phenomena exist or if non-interactionist dualist phenomena exist and we have dualist means of knowledge production, then they could be part of a precise definition of consciousness, and semanticism applies. If non-interactionist dualist phenomena exist and we are limited to physical means of knowledge production, then they could not be a part of a precise definition of consciousness, and semanticism applies.


	13.Currently this semanticism argument seems conclusive, but to consider another argument, the existence of consciousness would make the world more complicated than a world without it because it adds an extra feature, which adds the weight of parsimony in favor of semanticism relative to most non-eliminativist views. Absent the semanticism argument, since parsimony is not conclusive (i.e., it is a heuristic, not a proof), it would then need to be weighed, rather subjectively, against the intuition that consciousness exists as a property. Moreover, some realist views would consider consciousness realism to be more parsimonious.


	14.Some terms are ambiguous simply because of indexicality, where the term is ambiguous until placed in a certain context, such as ‘me’ (which depends on who is using the word) or ‘the first item in the list’ (which depends on which list is being referred to). An example of an indexical property is ‘in our group’ (which classifies entities based on whether they are in the group of the speaker). This is not the sort of ambiguity I’m referring to here.


	15.One could argue that even atomic elements may not be entirely precise. What if scientists encounter an atom identical to a gold atom but with a new, undiscovered subatomic particle included? This seems impossible based on current physics, but most epistemic views imply we cannot completely eliminate its possibility. In this case as in others, we can accommodate much vagueness by speaking of atomic elements given our current physical models but not by presuming a discoverable answer as to which entities constitute the element in scenarios when those physical models no longer apply.


	16.An unreliable intuition is still interesting and worth discussion, but less reliability should correspond to proportionally less evidential weight in our beliefs.


	17.One may respond that any ‘seeming’ is itself consciousness. I take this to be an uncommon and almost always dismissed definition upon reflection, but if one’s definition of consciousness extends that widely across human mental activity, then of course it exists. It simply does not get us anywhere in our understanding of the mind.


	18.Because of the strength of religious doctrine circa 1500, the geocentrism intuition may have felt even stronger than the consciousness intuition at that time.


	19.I view semanticism as a precisification of logical positivism alongside eliminativism, anti-realism, and so on, but a full development of such ideas is beyond the scope of this paper.


	20.It is possible that the precise phenomena associated with consciousness may be tightly clustered in feature space. For example, with advanced brain imaging and thalamic bridging, we may notice that all adult, non-vegetative humans share a specific information processing system, and when we turn that circuit off (e.g., through transcranial magnetic stimulation), subjects consistently report, ‘Wow, everything is exactly the same, except now it doesn’t feel like anything to be me’, a more generalized version of pain asymbolia. Then we notice that if and only if we place this circuit into artificial intelligence (e.g., the ‘emotion chip’ in Star Trek) does the AI report a ‘what it is like’ to be them. No other circuits have this effect. In this hypothetical scenario, while semanticism would still be correct, it would not matter much in practice because the vagueness could be somewhat resolved by empirical experimentation. Of course, this sort of scenario seems extremely unlikely, especially the consensus of consciousness evaluations of dissimilar entities, such as simple computer programs or alien species. We could differentiate the philosophical view that consciousness will not become precise without further precisification (‘semantic eliminativism’, ‘semantic illusionism’, or semanticism, developed and defender in this paper) from the empirical view that there will not be a convergence of views on such a precisificiation (‘convergence eliminativism’ or ‘convergence illusionism’).


	21.I sympathize greatly with physicists defending the Everett or Many-Worlds Interpretation of quantum mechanics. It is easy for eliminativists like me to imagine an alternate history of theoretical physics where the notion of wavefunction collapse was never assumed (analogous to never assuming consciousness realism) and Many-Worlds took off as the default interpretation in the early 1900s instead of taking until at least the 1980s to catch on among quantum field theorists. I also hear woes from theoretical physicists who see a morass keeping string theory in place despite its challenges. Similar dynamics obtain in theology. Consciousness realists ask, ‘Without the reality of consciousness, can we still have compassion for and seek to protect other beings? How can we prevent suffering if suffering does not exist?’ Religious people ask their nonreligious alters, ‘If God doesn't exist, why don’t you just steal and murder like a selfish hedonist?’ The nonreligious person replies, ‘how scary it would be if my belief in God were the only compelling reason I had to not steal and murder’.


	22.Eliminativism and illusionism are gateway drugs to panpsychism, in the sense that they encourage us to focus on specific mental features such as nociception that exist in a wide range of entities. However, discussion of panpsychism is beyond the scope of this paper and, predictably, hinges on exactly how we define panpsychism.


	23.This kind of moral anti-realism also seems to constitute a counterargument to moral uncertainty [38], the idea that we should account for being factually wrong about morality, analogous to empirical uncertainty, though a version of moral uncertainty could persist where the moral agent simply decides to care about their future moral preferences and account for new occurrences changing those. There may also be a sort of Pascal’s wager for moral realism where anti-realists should account for the expected realist value of their actions, but I am not persuaded by such argumentation because it hinges on the plausibility of moral realism, whereas to me it seems semantically mistaken and thus cannot be assigned even a tiny probability.


	24.There are differences in the current discourses on these topics. For example, while consciousness is mostly referred to as a fact-of-the-matter of which discovery is at least theoretically possible (if not practical), some other concepts are more often properly acknowledged as useful fictions, where we are merely smoothing out a scatterplot of intuitions, which would remove the force of my argument. Currently it seems to me that none of these discourses fully acknowledge that fictitious, subjective nature of their object of study. Instead of trimming the literature with Occam’s razor, it may be so distended that we need to launch Occam’s nuke.
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